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St Oswald’s Day Lunch: 
Last Sunday 30+ parishioners joined for lunch with a difference on Zoom. Discussion took 
place around the challenges we face during and after Covid-19. Some of the ideas coming 
from the day included: 

 Norrene suggested it would be good to have online special interest groups for areas 
such as spirituality, social justice, connectedness/sharing feelings 

 Glenn suggested that there will be themed online talks by various presenters based 
around the “Season of Creation” worship program during the September Sunday 
morning teas. More details coming. 

 Helen Summers suggested programs for young people about connectedness and 
mental health. See details of the Penpal Program below. 

 Someone suggested special sessions for less IT savvy people on the use of the 
internet, Zoom, etc. 

 Norrene suggested on-line concerts, including music for participation, and Glenn 
noted Calvin had offered to present a concert. 

 Lorraine suggested online session not talking about COVID-19, but focused on 
animations, school kids’ activities, etc 

 Glenn talked about the 4 videos coming out on our strategic plan and thinking about 
the future after COVID-19 based around the 4 themes of Recover, Reinvention, 
Reframe, and Release. Here is the link to Video 2: 

 Helen Rehn talked about her ideas on a “Raise the Roof – Buy a Tile” idea to address 
the monies needed to renovate the roofs of the Church, Hall ,Vicarage and Flat 
which have been shown to need substantial work to avoid major water leakage into 
our buildings in the near future. There was widespread agreement as to the 
importance of this program and the “Raise the Roof” approach. MORE on this after it 
has been agreed to by Parish Council. 

Finance: 

A big thanks to Helen Rehn and team who have secured Job-keeper and a grant from the 
State Government. She has applied for the second round of the State Government grant and 
we are waiting for the outcome. I am working as a ’consultant’ to Korowa for Semester 2 
and the parish is (has) received payment ($5,000) for my services. 

Peter Johnson and Helen Summers have put together a grant application through the 
Diocese for the “Let’s Stay Connected Grants” for $12,000. This will depend upon the 
Diocesan selection process but at least we have applied. This will provide the parish with 
equipment for live-streaming services, music, conversations, seminars and more. 

Penpal program: 

In relation to the Let’s Stay Connected Grants, we are working with the local Scout group 
(Joeys -the youngest scouts) to connect their members to older people who are isolated. 
The idea is the children will write letters and draw pictures that will be collected and then 



sent via the Parish to older people who then can respond the same way. There will be no 
direct contact between those involved for privacy and child safety reasons, but it will be just 
another small way of connecting people together.  

Flat: 

As you are aware Calvin has moved out of the flat. Under the present circumstances it is 
both difficult to rent commercially or to do any of the minor repairs necessary due to 
restrictions. Over the next month we will have a tenant/handyman living in the flat. In that 
time, he will do whatever maintenance is required and attend to the garden, front and back. 
This will allow us to be ready to rent as soon as we can. 

Finally: 

It is important that we remember in these times that nothing has changed for us – God 
remains as God has always been and we will find in God enough for our situation. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 


